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ABSTRACT
Failures of Prestressed Concrete Cylinder Pipe (PCCP) throughout North
American municipal water transmission systems since the 1970’s has led to the
development of a myriad of rehabilitation technologies. Besides removing and replacing
full sections of distressed pipe with new pipe, the most widely used method of
rehabilitation of PCCP is the structurally independent, Type IV relining of the host pipe
with steel cylinders. Referred to as Steel Cylinder Relining or Sliplining, both of these
semi-trenchless technologies allow a fully structural renewal of long lengths of PCCP in
an economical and expeditious manner. The differences between Relining and Sliplining
are discussed from the standpoint of manufacture, flow capacities, design, planning,
installation and corrosion protection. The paper also provides a description and
comparison of other rehab technologies.
INTRODUCTION
The catastrophic failure of Prestressed Concrete Cylinder Pipe (PCCP),
manufactured to AWWA C301 standards, presents a significant challenge to Owners of
large diameter water transmission systems in North America. Similar problems have
surfaced in recent years in nuclear, coal-fired and gas-fired power generation plants that
installed PCCP lines to transport water between cooling towers and condenser heat
exchangers during construction. This paper focuses on the municipal water transmission
segment, defines and quantifies the scope of the problem with large diameter PCCP
transmission pipelines, and discusses various rehabilitation technologies that have
evolved to sustain the longevity of problematic PCCP systems. The structurally
independent, Class IV Relining and Sliplining solution provided by the use of steel
cylinders is the primary focus; discussion on the cylinder manufacture process, planning,
and installation is presented. Information is also provided on the PCCP rehabilitation
programs of the San Diego County Water Authority (SDCWA), Metropolitan Water
District of Southern California (MWDSC) and the City of Phoenix Water System.
Large Diameter Water Transmission Mains: Over the last sixty years, the large
diameter water transmission mains market has primarily been served by steel-cylindertype concrete pressure pipes (AWWA C300, 301, C303), spirally welded steel pipes
(AWWA C200), and to a lesser extent, by ductile iron pipes (AWWA C150, up to 64-
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inch diameters). While steel pipes have been in use for more than 150 years, with the
first recorded installation taking place in 1858, composite concrete pressure pipes that
make use of the tensile strength (post-tensioned or prestressed) of steel wire
reinforcements, a steel cylinder, and the compressive strength of concrete, first appeared
on the market out of necessity during WWII due to steel shortages. Use of non-cylinder
reinforced concrete pipes (AWWA C302) began in the 1920’s and was widely accepted
by the 1930’s. The first cylinder-type concrete pressure pipe, specifically AWWA 301
prestressed concrete cylinder pipe, was installed in 1942 (AWWA 2007). At the height of
its popularity in the 1970’s, there were six major manufacturers of PCCP in the US, with
at least twenty-two plants scattered throughout the country; there were at least two large
manufacturers in Canada also. Today there are three PCCP manufactures in the US, with
a total of six plants. For large diameter water transmission applications, steel pipe is most
widely used now, with two of the three PCCP manufacturers in the US also making steel
pipe. Four major steel pipe manufacturers with eleven plants located around the US are
the main suppliers of steel water transmission pipe.
AwwaRF Study on PCCP: Most post-WWII large-diameter pipeline infrastructure
needs were met by PCCP. More than 19,000 miles of PCCP was manufactured and
installed between 1940 and 2006 (Romer and Bell 2008). Failures of PCCP first began in
1955, and became more noticeable in the early 1980’s (Goldstein 2009). Romer and Bell
(2008) provide a database of 592 independent entries of three different types of failures -- catastrophic ruptures, failures discerned by inspection, and failure through loss of
service --- of PCCP, gathered from Owner utilities in 35 different states and the District
of Columbia. Highlights of the report include:
•
•

•
•
•

Within 50 years of installation, one rupture and 66 other failures occurred for every
50-miles of PCCP
A significant increased rate of failure occurred on pipe manufactured between 1971
and 1979, attributed to type IV wire that was used for prestressing during that period
by a particular pipe manufacturer (manufacture process of wire induced longitudinal
cracks, and made them particularly susceptible to hydrogen embrittlement)
The report lists more than twenty other reasons attributed to PCCP failures besides
those directly related to the type IV prestressing wire
50% of the catastrophic failures recorded in the study involved pipe manufactured
during the 1971 to 1979 time frame; 39% of these were attributed to a single
manufacturer. The remaining 11% had different or unknown manufacturers
The remaining 50% of catastrophic failures occurred in pipes manufactured from
1940’s through 1971, and from 1979 through 2006, respectively

Since the publication of the Study, failures have continued to occur and as a
consequence, interest in PCCP assessment and rehabilitation continues.
Quantifying the PCCP Problem: According to the condition assessment industry,
after fifteen years of surveying various PCCP systems around the country, they have
reached the conclusion that four percent (4%) of PCCP lines have high levels of distress
(Stadnyckyj 2010). With 19,000-miles of PCCP having been installed between 1940 and
2006 (Romer and Bell 2008), it can be surmised that there could be more than 600-miles
of highly distressed PCCP lines currently in service nationwide.
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RE
EHABILITA
ATION TEC
CHNOLOG
GIES
In the past 20 years, there has beeen five differrent solutionns employed to sustain
the longevity off PCCP systems: remove and replace eentire sectionns of pipe wiith new
pipe, Relining th
he host pipe with collapsiible steel cyliinders, Sliplinning the hostt pipe with
s
pipe, co
ompensating for the loss iin strength oof pipe sectio
ons due to
full sections of steel
dam
maged prestreessing wires with
w an exterrnally appliedd post-tensioon tendon rep
pair
metthod, and thee use of carb
bon fiber com
mposites (CFR
RP) to internnally reline seections of
PCC
CP that havee been identiffied as distressed or deficcient. A sixthh method occcasionally
used, and not diiscussed hereein, is concreete encasemeent of distresssed PCCP seections.
Rem
move-and-R
Replace: Thiis is an optio
on that is usuually considerred when theere are vast
secttions of a pip
peline in need
d of urgent repair,
r
or wheen a line is loocated in a ruural area
with
h no right off way restrictiions. Econom
mically, this m
may not be tthe best optio
on; the cost
of removing
r
exiisting section
ns of pipe and
d replacing thhem with new
w pipe preseents the
sam
me challengess as new consstruction, esp
pecially whenn performed in urban envvironments.
Traaffic managem
ment and oth
her associated
d social costss can make itt unattractivee. Instances
wheere removal-and-replacem
ment has been performedd in recent yeears, such as on the 84inch
h Lake Tawaakoni PCCP line
l of the Dallas
D
Water U
Utilities, corrrosion damagge on the
hosst PCCP was extensive; in
n this case, th
here were 4655 sections off deficient PC
CCP
(Ho
ooten and Co
ooper 2005). The pipelinee alignment oof Lake Tawaakoni was alsso rural and
presented minim
mal traffic dissruption issuues. The replaacement pipee material waas PCCP. In
the western Uniited States, whenever
w
rem
moval-and-repplacement is the selected option, the
repllacement pip
pe is usually spirally
s
weldeed steel pipe,, with approppriate corrosiion
pro
otection (SDC
CWA 2012a and 2012b).
Steel Cylinder Relining: Relining
R
consiists of insertiion of collappsed steel cyliinders into
the host pipe, ree-rounding in
n into place and
a performiing the necesssary weldingg, followed
by cement-grou
c
uting of the an
nnular spacee between thee liner and hoost pipe. Cem
ment mortar
linin
ng is then ap
pplied to the inside
i
of the cylinder. Figgure 1a throuugh 1d show
w the key
step
ps involved in
n Relining.

Figure 1a, b,
b c, d: Collaapsed Relineer Cylinder,, Insertion o
of Reliner in
nto Host
PCCP, Expansion
E
and Welding
g of Reliner,, In-field Lin
ning Appliccation
The Rellining of PCC
CP with steell cylinders prrovides a fullyy structural o
or structurally
indep
ependent rehab
bilitation soluution with a long-term
l
(1000 years) inteernal burst sttrength,
wheen independeently tested from
f
the host pipe, equall to or greaterr than the M
Maximum
Allo
owable Operrating Pressure (MAOP) of
o the host ppipe. The liniing system is also
cap
pable of surviiving any dyn
namic loadingg or other shhort-term effe
fects associateed with a
com
mplete failuree of the host PCCP, usuallly due to detteriorating sooil condition
ns and
furtther corrosio
on of various componentss of the deficcient compossite host pipee. These
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two
o capabilities place the Reelining with steel
s
cylinder option into the Class IV
V Linings
cateegory as desccribed in AW
WWA M28 (2001).
Some off the largest water
w
agenciees around th e country haave adopted ssteel pipe
Reliining as a permanent, lon
ng-term soluttion to their pproblematic PCCP system
ms, and are
systtematically reehabilitating all of their PCCP lines wi
with steel cylinnders. Relinin
ng is
con
nsidered “sem
mi-trenchless” because en
ntry and exit pportals need to be made at the two
end
ds of the pipeeline being reenewed. The method is iddeal for strucctural renewaal of long
lenggths of pipeliines and is leess suited forr the rehab off single, isolaated sections of PCCP
in urban
u
areas. Smith
S
and Brruny (2004) describe
d
a sizzeable projecct where steell cylinder
Reliining was em
mployed to reenew vast secctions of PCC
CP of the Saan Diego Couunty Water
Autthority. Amb
broziak et al. (2010) descrribe the natioon’s largest PCCP water m
main
rehabilitation byy Relining wiith steel cylin
nders at the C
City of Phoennix.
S
invvolves the inssertion of fulll sections off steel pipe
Steel Cylinder Sliplining: Sliplining
into
o the host pip
pe, Figure 2aa, connectingg the adjoininng pipe sectioons, and then
n filling the
ann
nular space with
w cement-ggrout. A cem
ment mortar liining is then applied to th
he cylinder.
Thiis method alsso meets the AWWA M228 classificatioon of structuurally indepen
ndent Class
IV Linings, and is suited forr the structural renewal off long lengthhs of a PCCP line. Due
to the
t conventio
onal way in which
w
the cyllinders for Sliliplining are m
made, manuffacture is
fastter and less laabor intensivve than Reliner cylinders, and thereforre, usually low
wer cost.
Insttallation prod
ductivity is allso faster witth Sliplining tthan Reliningg, discussed further in
the paper.
Ambrozziak et al. (20009) describe the Sliplininng of 8,300-ftt of 60-inch P
PCCP on
the Superior Waaterline at thee City of Pho
oenix, Figuree 2a. Bass et aal. (2011) rep
port on the
Slip
plining of a 48-inch PCCP
P transmissio
on main at H
Halifax Water with a uniquue gasketjoin
nt design, Figgure 2b.

Figurre 2a, b: Slip
plining 60-in
nch PCCP in
n Phoenix, SSliplining 48inch PCC
CP in Haliffax, Nova Sccotia (Bass 22011)
T
Rep
pair: More often
o
used in repairing above-ground circular
Posst-Tension Tendon
struuctures such as tanks and silos, there are
a limited knnown uses of this techno
ology in
PCC
CP systems around
a
the US.
U The process involves compensatinng for the strrength lost
in the
t host PCC
CP due to corrroded prestrressing wires with post-teensioned steeel tendons
placced externallyy around thee pipe, Figuree 3a. The disttressed sectioon of PCCP must be
fully dug out, fo
ollowing whicch post-tensiioned steel caables are wraapped aroundd the
outtside of the pipe,
p
then coaated with a pneumaticallyy-applied layeer of shotcrette.
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Figu
ure 3a, b: Po
ost-tension Tendon
T
Rep
pair in Libyya (Elnakhat
2006), CFRP App
plication (R
Rahman 20088)
This tecchnology is not suited to the
t repair off long lengthss of PCCP an
nd
wheenever emplo
oyed, is rarelyy used to streengthen morre than one tto five section
ns of the
hosst pipe at a tim
me. Ojdrovicc and LaBon
nte (2008) repport on four sections of ddistressed
PCC
CP in a poweer generation
n plant, one of
o which wass repaired usiing post-tenssioning,
whiile a differentt technology was employyed to repair tthe remaininng three sections. The
Cityy of Tucson has used thiss repair optio
on on a few ssections of 666-inch diameeter PCCP
(Larsen 2009). The
T only kno
own large-scaale application of this proocess has beeen on the
Greeat Man Mad
de River pipeeline in Libyaa (Elnakhat 22006). For lonng-term corrrosion
pro
otection, the steel
s
hoop-teendons rely on
o corrosion--inhibitors annd are encap
psulated in
polyypropylene sheathing,
s
and are not kno
own to be caathodically prrotected. An advantage
of this
t repair meethod is that the host pip
pe does not hhave to be plaaced out of sservice or
dew
watered, even
n though most utilities thaat have used this technoloogy usually p
put their
systtem temporaarily out of seervice duringg repair.
Carrbon Fiber Reinforced
R
Polymers
P
(C
CFRP): Firstt applied insiide a PCCP ccooling line
at a nuclear pow
wer plant in Arizona
A
in th
he late 1990’ss, carbon fibeer compositee repair has
beeen used in sevveral municip
palities aroun
nd the US sinnce that timee. However, m
many of
these municipaliities use CFR
RP as a temp
porary repair option until a more perm
manent
soluution such ass steel cylindeer Relining or
o Sliplining i s applied. W
Work with CFR
RP is
specialized and requires skillled labor (Raahman 2008, Arnold et al.. 2008). Layeers of
epo
oxy-wetted CFRP are app
plied manually in layers, F
Figure 3b; thee orientation of the fiber
pro
ovides reinforrcement to th
he host PCCP in the corrresponding ddirection, whiile the
num
mber of layerrs determiness the strength
h of the lininng system.
The tech
hnology is stiill considered
d relatively nnew, with the first AWWA
A standard
for CFRP repairr of PCCP cuurrently bein
ng developed.. The greatesst advantage of CFRP
rehab is that it is a trenchless process, wiith minimal ddisruption too above-groun
nd traffic.
Rep
pair can be designed to bee fully or sem
mi-structural. Fully structuural repair is typically
veryy expensive compared
c
to other techno
ologies. In geeneral, this teechnology is ideal for
performing worrk on a limiteed number off isolated secctions insteadd of long sections of an
exissting pipelinee. Man-way access
a
into th
he host pipe iis essential annd the pipe h
has to be
placced out of seervice while repair
r
is perfo
ormed. The ccure time of the epoxy-w
wetted
carb
bon fiber com
mposite systeem can take 24
2 hours or llonger, depennding on thee number of
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layers being applied. Table 1 provides a comparison of the five different options
discussed.
Table 1: Comparison of Rehabilitation Technologies
Repair Method
Reline w/ Steel Pipe
Slipline w/ Steel Pipe
Remove and Replace
Post-tension Tendon Repair
Carbon Fiber Composites (CFRP)

Traffic
Disruption
Moderate
Moderate
High
High
Low

Environmental /
Social Impact
Moderate
Moderate
High
High
Low

Construction
Time
Moderate
Moderate
High
High
Moderate

Cost comparison of the Type IV reline methods vary widely based on the
amount of repair needed, accessibility, diameter of the host pipe, internal pressure
requirements, urgency of repair and market conditions, to name a few variables. In
general, steel cylinder-based repair options are no more expensive than other methods,
and for large projects, are the lowest cost option.
COMPARISON OF RELINING & SLIPLINING
Manufacture: The manufacture of collapsible cylinders used in Relining is a specialized
process and involves many additional steps not typical in the manufacture of rolled-andwelded or spirally welded steel cylinders. It is labor intensive, and therefore, more costly
to produce. Sliplining cylinders are made using conventional equipment and machine
welds. Willaims et al. (2006) and Smith and Bruny (2004) provide a description of the
complexity of Reliner cylinder manufacture.
The fabrication of Sliplining cylinders is identical to the standard manufacture of
AWWA C200 (2005) steel water pipe, as outlined in the standard itself as well as in the
AWWA M11 (2004) design manual for steel pipe design. Polly (2012) provides a
description of the manufacture process.
Finished Internal Diameters: Being able to traverse the host pipe with sections of
steel cylinder when Sliplining is a key concern. To accommodate this, the OD of
Slipliner cylinders are smaller than the OD of Reliner cylinders (after the collapsed
Reliner cylinders have been expanded and welded). Lengths of Slipliner cylinders are also
sometimes made shorter than Reliner cylinders to allow more deflection points if needed
to match the alignment of the host pipe. For a 60-inch diameter host pipe, loss of
internal capacity may be 6 to 8-inches with Sliplining, and 3 to 4-inches with Relining. In
both cases, the cylinder thickness can be designed to compensate for reduced flow areas
or upgrades of internal pressure due to increased demands in the system. Hence both
systems not only rehabilitate the PCCP, but can also provide a pressure upgrade of the
system.
Design: To determine the appropriate wall thickness for hoop stress, of both Reliner
and Slipliner cylinders, the AWWA M11 (2004) can be utilized. It should be verified that
the selected wall thickness is able to withstand the grouting pressure. If the pipe is to
withstand any jacking forces, appropriate calculations should be done to check the
adequacy of the cylinder against these longitudinal forces.
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Plaanning: Selecction of apprropriate locattions for inseertion portalss, Figures 4a,, 4b and 4c,
is a critical part of the planniing process. They are typpically placedd at significan
nt bends in
the pipeline, or where surfacce conditionss will allow. A
Above-grounnd and sub-suurface
con
nditions, existting utilities in
i the vicinityy of the proj ect, and depth of bury off the host
pipe need to be known. Con
nditions both
h inside the hhost pipe andd on the grouund surface
neeed to be used
d to determin
ne the location of portals aand the distaance that can
n exist
betw
ween portalss. As already mentioned, particularly
p
dduring Sliplinning projects,, it is
imp
portant to en
nsure the man
neuverability of the Sliplinner cylinderss inside the h
host pipe;
exissting collapsees or excessivve vertical deeflections insside the host pipe should be taken
into
o account and
d appropriately addressed
d.

Fig
gure 4a, b, c:
c Insertion Portal for 966-in Dia. PC
CCP at SDC
CWA, 60-in D
Dia. PCCP
Portal
P
in Hig
ghly Urban Section of City
C of Phoeenix, Insertion Portal fo
or 48-inch
PCCP
P at a Bend in Halifax, Nova Scotiia
Insstallation: Cyylinders are transported
t
into the host pipe with m
motorized machinery,
win
nches or ramss, dependingg on the layouut and type oof steel liner. The fit-up o
of Reliner
cyliinders is morre time consuuming than Slipliner
S
cylinnders; longituudinal welds m
must be
app
plied after thee liners are reeleased and re-rounded.
r
E
Each section of re-roundeed liner
must then be cirrcumferentiaally welded an
nd permanenntly joined onn to the adjoiining
secttion. Slipliner cylinders need only be circumferent
c
tially lap weldded to the addjoining
cyliinder, reducin
ng labor requuirements. Non-destructiv
N
ve tests (ND
DTs) per AW
WWA are
used to check welding
w
qualitty. Slipliner cylinders
c
typiically come frrom the facto
ory with
cem
ment mortar lining.
l
Sliplin
ning cylinderr installation is therefore more rapid tthan
Reliining, leadingg typically to higher prod
ductivity. Usinng a 60-inch host pipe exxample
agaiin, it would be
b possible to
o install 25 to
o 35 cylinderrs per day whhen Slipliningg versus 10
to 20
2 cylinders per
p day when
n Relining.
Lin
ning and Co
oating: The exterior
e
of bo
oth Reliner aand Slipliner cylinders is ttypically
bare as the annuular space between the lin
ner and host pipe are grouuted. Properrly applied,
the grout provid
des structurall support and
d also prevennts external ccorrosion. Ass already
men
ntioned, Slipliner cylinderrs are alreadyy shop-lined with cementt mortar prio
or to
insttallation into the host pip
pe. This is not an option ffor Reliner cyylinders, which must be
cem
ment-mortar lined
l
in the field
f
followin
ng re-roundinng and installlation into th
he host
pipe. For very laarge diameterr Slipliner cyylinders, typiccally greater tthan the 96-iinch to 120inch
h diameter raange, in-field
d application of cement-m
mortar lining is the norm, Figure 1d.
Tab
ble 2 summarrizes the key differences between
b
Reliining and Slipplining.
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Table 2: Differences between Relining and Sliplining
Relining

Sliplining

Manufacture

Specialized process

Same as AWWA C200 steel water pipe

Finished Internal
Diameter

Minimal flow loss in host pipe (3-in to 4-in
for 60-inch Diameter Pipe)

Design

Wall thickness for Hoop Stress as
calculated in AWWA M11. Verify wall
thickness adequacy for grouting

Moderate flow loss in host pipe (6-in to 8in for 60-in Diameter Pipe)
Wall thickness for Hoop Stress as
calculated in AWWA M11.Verify wall
thickness adequacy for grouting and
jacking forces (if applicable)

Installation

Welding of longitudinal seams and
connecting joints

Corrosion Control

External corrosion control by grouting,
internal corrosion control by in-field
cement-mortar lining

Cost

More costly than Sliplining due to
specialized cylinder manufacture and
added in-field welding needs

Welding of only connecting joints
External corrosion control by grouting,
internal corrosion control by shop-applied
cement-mortar, or in-field cement-mortar
lining for larger diameter cylinders
Less costly than Relining due to
conventional steel cylinder manufacture
and no in-field longitudinal seam welding

OWNER MANAGEMENT OF PCCP SYSTEMS
The municipal water community found itself unprepared to deal with the PCCP
issues. In 1991, the Chief of Engineering at Denver Water initiated the first gathering of
Owners to assess the catastrophic failures and owners experiences, resulting in the
founding of the PCCP Users Group (ASCE 2011). More than twenty years later, various
PCCP owners around the country have instituted condition assessment programs and
are allotting substantial annual funding for both emergency repairs as well as the
systematic rehabilitation of deficient portions of their water transmission systems. The
market for permanent Type IV reline products has grown significantly. The initiatives of
3 large owners are discussed here.
San Diego County Water Authority (SDCWA): The Water Authority is a wholesale
water supplier to 24 agencies in the San Diego, CA area, serving a population of more
than 3.5 million. There are 5 major pipelines, with a total of 300 miles of pipe in the
system. Approximately 85 miles of this is large diameter PCCP. Due to catastrophic
failures of several sections, the Water Authority has embarked on a multi-year condition
assessment program to identify at-risk pipes and prioritize repair. There is also a 30-year
program to ultimately Reline the entire PCCP portion of their system with steel cylinder.
Depending on the availability of funding and the general condition of a section, major
rehabilitation initiatives by Relining are undertaken every four to five years that gets the
Water Authority closer to its goal of Relining all 85 miles of PCCP. Any PCCP pipes that
have been removed out of the ground have been replaced with steel pipe. Technologies
other than Sliplining are occasionally specified for temporary, emergency repairs. To
date, the Agency has Relined approximately one third of their PCCP system with
collapsible steel cylinders. The most recent Relining project will rehabilitate 2,400-ft of
Pipeline 3, 69-inch diameter, and 16,600-ft of Pipeline 4, diameter 72-inch, from SR52 to
Lake Murray. The project will also replace 60-ft of PCCP with steel pipe (SDCWA
2012). In 2004, Pipelines 3 and 4 also underwent Relining that included 16,285-ft of 96-
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inch, 2,330-ft of 72-inch, 10,600-ft of 69-inch, and 4,000-ft of 66-inch PCCP (Smith and
Bruny 2004).
Metropolitan Water District of Southern California (MWDSC): The Metropolitan
Water District supplies water to 26 member agencies and serves a population of 19
million. They have a total of 820 miles of pipes and tunnels in their system, 163 miles of
which is PCCP. Diameters of PCCP range from 42-inch to 201-inch. The major lines are
typically 30 to 50 years old, with operating pressure of up to 300 psi. Like the SDCWA,
the Water District has embarked on a multi-year condition assessment program of their
PCCP lines, and has performed several miles of repair using primarily steel pipe
Sliplining. Relining is being considered on a section of the Second Lower Feeder due to
the importance of minimizing loss of internal flow area. Whenever other technologies
are used, design is fully structural. PCCP is no longer installed in the system, and any
pipe replacement is done with steel pipe.
City of Phoenix Water System: The City of Phoenix is the fifth largest City in the US,
and has approximately 150 miles of PCCP water transmission mains, ranging in
diameters of 42-inch through 108-inch. Following a catastrophic failure, the City
embarked on a condition assessment program, and plans to eventually investigate all 150
miles of pipe. To date, they have completed 30 miles of the condition assessment, and
are gearing up for the next 30 miles. 15 miles were on the Val Vista Line, while the
remaining 15 miles included the Superior Waterline as well as other sections of the
system. Substantial sections of the assessed pipes have been Sliplined and Relined with
steel cylinders. Other technologies, such as CFRP repair, are considered a temporary
solution, and are only utilized when emergency repair is needed in difficult access
sections of their system. To date, the largest Relining program of PCCP with steel
cylinders in the nation has been executed by the City. On the Superior Waterline, 3,300ft of 60-inch PCCP was Sliplined with 56-inch steel pipe sections in 2006. On the Val
Vista Line, 10,000-ft of 72-inch diameter PCCP was Relined with steel cylinders in 2005
and 2006; in 2009, 18,500-ft of 72-inch, 90-inch and 96-inch diameter of PCCP was
Relined with steel cylinders. Another 40,000-ft of the Val Vista Line will likely be
Relined/Sliplined with steel cylinders in the future.
CONCLUSION
At least five rehabilitation technologies exist for the repair and rehabilitation of
PCCP. Emergency repair or difficult access conditions can limit the options available to
an owner. For larger projects where fully structural or structurally independent solutions,
described by AWWA M28 Class IV linings, are required, steel cylinder Relining or
Sliplining provides a cost effective long term solution to the owner. Case histories and
experience has shown that the steel cylinders can be manufactured, installed, welded and
grouted into place, resulting in a permanent long-term structural renewal of the PCCP
host line. In addition, the steel cylinders can be designed to compensate for decreased
flow areas or increase the pressure requirements or capacity of a system, giving the
owner added benefits to these proven methods of PCCP rehabilitation.
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